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Abstract. The complexity and high construction cost of case bases
make it very difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate a CBR system, es-
pecially a knowledge-intensive CBR system, using statistical evaluation
methods on many case bases. In this paper, we propose an evaluation
strategy, which uses both many simple case bases and a few complex
case bases to evaluate a CBR system, and show how this strategy may
satisfy different evaluation goals. The identified evaluation goals are clas-
sified into two categories: domain-independent and domain-dependent.
For the evaluation goals in the first category, we apply the statistical
evaluation method using many simple case bases (for example, UCI data
sets); for evaluation goals in the second category, we apply different,
relatively weak, evaluation methods on a few complex domain-specific
case bases. We apply this combined evaluation strategy to evaluate our
knowledge-intensive conversational CBR method as a case study.

1 Introduction

As summarized in [1], AI research is an empirical process: selecting a task incor-
porating intelligence features, building a system exhibiting these features, and
evaluating the system in different task environments. After an intelligent system
is constructed, it is necessary to evaluate whether it does what we expect it to do
and how good its performances is. Cohen and Howe [2] extend the importance of
evaluation from assessing the performance to guiding the different AI research
phases.

Evaluation methods for intelligent systems include statistical evaluation (in-
ductive evaluation), theoretical analysis, ablation evaluation, tuning evaluation,
limitation evaluation, direct expert evaluation and characteristic analysis [3–5].
The ideal evaluation method among them is statistical evaluation; that is, to
execute the constructed system in different task environments in order to inves-
tigate its performance in different application contexts. This method is difficult
to apply, in general, to case-based reasoning (CBR) [6, 7] because of the typ-
ical complexity of CBR applications. The complexity comes from two aspects
[8]: the CBR system itself is complex, and the task domain where it operates
is also typically complex and ill-structured. The complexity of the application
domain makes it difficult and expensive to construct a case base, especially for



knowledge-intensive CBR systems [9] that demand a significant knowledge en-
gineering effort. Because of the complexity and heterogeneity of CBR systems,
transplanting a case base from one CBR system to another also needs consid-
erable adaptation work. Therefore, it is very hard to construct or transplant a
number of complex case bases to use in a statistical evaluation. For these rea-
sons, the evaluation of a CBR system is, to a large extent, based on one or a few
case bases, which can only provide limited evidence.

Aha [10] provides a method to generalize the evaluation result of an AI
system, which is based on one (or a few) data sets. In this method, a set of
dimensions are identified to describe the original data set, and a data set gen-
erator is created to produce many artificial data sets with predefined values on
the identified dimensions. The target system is executed on the artificial data
sets, and its performances are recorded. The relations between differences of the
system performance and changes of the dimension values are studied, and a set
of rules are generated to describe the conditions under which the performance
differences hold. Applying this method into CBR researches needs substantial
efforts since it is difficult to artificially construct a set of complex case bases with
the predefined dimension values.

When we look into the details of the evaluation process for CBR research, we
find that there are usually multiple evaluation goals. For instance, this includes
the efficiency of the similarity calculation method, the validity of the adapta-
tion method, the problem solving efficiency on the target application domain,
the usability or human friendliness, and the individual contributions of various
system components. Further, different evaluation goals are related to different
application scopes. Some goals are domain-dependent; that is, they need to be
evaluated on the target specific application domain, for example to determine
whether the general domain knowledge can improve, for instance, the similar-
ity matching using a knowledge-intensive method [11], or make an explanation
to the user more understandable [12]. Other goals are domain-independent, for
instance whether the sustained learning process in CBR can improve problem
solving capability. For the domain-independent goals, we can evaluate them on
either complex case bases or simple case bases. There are plenty of such simple
case bases, for instance, the data sets available at the UCI repository [13], and
there are many examples of research contributions evaluated by this data sets
within CBR community [14–17].

We propose an evaluation strategy for CBR research aiming to assess these
two types of evaluation goals (domain-dependent and domain-independent) based
on different data sources and using different evaluation methods. For the domain-
independent evaluation goals, we use the statistical evaluation over many simple
data sets, while domain-dependent goals are evaluated on one or a limited num-
ber of complex case bases using multiple weak evaluation methods. That is, this
strategy combines a statistical evaluation method with many simple case bases,
and alternatively combines limited number of complex case bases with multiple
weak evaluation methods. This evaluation strategy can provide solid evidence
for both the domain-independent goals and the domain-dependent goals. For



the domain-independent goals, the evaluation power comes from the statistical
justification. For the domain-dependent goals, the solidity comes from whether
all the multiple weak evaluation methods can output positive outcomes.

As part of our current research, we have designed and implemented a knowled-
ge-intensive conversational case-based reasoning (KI-CCBR) system which can
capture and utilize general domain knowledge to support an efficient and natural
conversation process to complete the case retrieval task. In this paper, we use
our proposed evaluation strategy to evaluate this KI-CCBR method as a case
study.

In the next section, we give a short introduction to the evaluation methods we
have used. In Section 3, we briefly introduce our KI-CCBR method and identify
the relevant evaluation goals. In Section 4, we report how we use 36 UCI data sets
to show that the two domain-independent evaluation goals, lazy dialog learning
and query-biased similarity calculation, can improve conversation efficiency of
CCBR in general. We also evaluate the KI-CCBR method on a case base of
image processing software components, within a system designed to support
component reuse in software design. Three different evaluation methods are used:
a characteristic analysis is used to see whether the system meets the requirements
of a conversational diagnosis system; a direct domain expert assessment is used
in order to see whether the KI-CCBR method can provide a natural conversation
process; and a simulated ablation study is adopted to evaluate whether KI-CCBR
can improve the conversation efficiency and how much each knowledge-intensive
module contributes to the total improvement. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Introduction to the Evaluation Methods

The purpose of an evaluation process is to assess a system, with reference to
some selected baseline, to see whether the performance of the system is accepted
or improved. In this section, we introduce the evaluation methods used in our
study.

2.1 Statistical Evaluation (Inductive Evaluation)

The basic statistical evaluation process is one in which we define one or more
performance measures, execute both the new system and the baseline system
on many different data sets, and calculate the percentage of the data sets on
which the new system gives better performance, or test statistical significance
in relation to predefined hypotheses. Statistical evaluation is a proper method
to support the claim of generality of a system’s benefits or advantages. This
method is a strong evaluation method and is frequently used in many scientific
disciplines such as psychology or biology. Cohen [4] gives detailed information
about how to apply this evaluation method for AI research.



2.2 Characteristic Analysis

For a certain type of intelligent system, what characterizes it are usually dis-
cussed and gradually agreed upon by researchers in that field. Analyzing whether
and to what degree a system can support the relevant characteristics is one ap-
proach to evaluate the system with respect to its possible performance. For
example, if a CBR system support all the four ’RE-’ phases [6], we may claim
that this system is a full-cycle CBR system.

2.3 Direct Expert Evaluation

When a test system can produce more acceptable solutions than we can possibly
generate beforehand as a baseline [3], or the evaluation measures involve human
common sense or psychology aspects, one method is to invite domain experts
to use the system and report back their subjective assessments. This is a weak
evaluation method because of experts’ overly generosity and their unrepresenta-
tiveness of typical users. One way to balance this shortcoming is to select experts
using different criteria, or experts from different related domains.

2.4 Ablation (Lesion, Substitution) Evaluation

Ablation evaluation [2, 8] is a method for analyzing the contributions of different
modules of a system to the total performance improvement. In this type of
evaluation, one or more modules are de-activated, removed or replaced by other
comparable modules to observe changes on system performance. This method
was used to evaluate the PROTOS system [18] and the SIROCCO system [19].
One difficulty in applying this evaluation method is that it is not always feasible
to remove or de-active particular modules in a system because of the inter-
dependence among modules.

3 Knowledge-Intensive Conversational Case-Based
Reasoning

3.1 Research Overview

Conversational case-based reasoning (CCBR) [20] is a special type of CBR, which
emphasizes the difficulty to appropriately describe a new problem, i.e. to define
a new case. CCBR alleviates it through providing a mixed-initiative interactive
process to guide users to incrementally construct a new case description that is
sufficient to complete the case retrieval task.

In CCBR, an initial new case (only one or few features) is specified and
used to retrieve a set of most similar cases from the case base. A group of dis-
criminative questions are identified based on the returned cases (transformed
by the features that have values in the returned cases but not in the current
new case), and ranked according to their capabilities to discriminate the stored



cases. Both the returned cases, sorted according to their similarity values, and
the ranked questions are displayed to the user. The user either finds a satis-
factory stored case, which then terminates the case retrieval phase, or chooses
a question to answer. The newly gained answer and the current new case are
combined together to construct an updated new case. A new round of retrieval
and question-answering is started, and this continues until the user finds a sat-
isfactory stored case or there are no discriminative questions left for the user to
choose.

A major research concern in CCBR is how to select the most discriminative
questions [14, 21] and ask them in a natural way [20, 22, 5] to alleviate users’
cognitive load demanded in the conversation process. Most of the methods used
to select questions now are knowledge-poor (KP); that is, only statistical met-
rics are used. In our research, we study the possibility of using general domain
knowledge in the conversation process [23]. We identify the following four tasks
for which general domain knowledge can be used to improve the conversation
process:

– Feature Inferencing: The features that can be inferred from the current
new case description should be added into the new case description, instead
of posting users questions.

– Knowledge-Intensive Question Ranking: The semantic relations among
discriminative questions should be taken into account during question rank-
ing. For instance, if one answer of question A, Aa, can be inferred out by
one answer of question B, Ba, question B should be asked before question
A.

– Consistent Question Clustering: The questions that are connected by
some semantic relations, for example, a causal relation or subclass relation,
should be grouped and displayed together, so that users can inspect them
together and select which one to answer first.

– Coherent Question Sequencing: If a question from a higher level node
in a taxonomic structure is asked in the current question answering cycle,
the question one level lower should be asked in the next cycle, instead of
inserting other unrelated questions between them.

We classify similarity calculation methods in CBR into three categories, ac-
cording to the scope of the features that are taken into account during similarity
calculation:

– Query-Biased Similarity Methods: Only the features appearing in the
current new case (query) are taken into account during similarity calculation.

– Case-Biased Similarity Methods: Only the features appearing in the
current stored case are considered during similarity calculation.

– Equally-Biased Similarity Methods: All the features appearing in both
the current new case and the current stored case are taken into account
during similarity calculation.

We emphasize the special characteristic of the new case, partially specified,
in CCBR. If the features which have not yet been assigned values in the new



case, are considered in the similarity calculation, the similarity method will be
biased to those cases with fewer such features, instead of to those that most
satisfy the current new case (users’ attention focus). So in order to avoid the
negative influence of these features, we argue that the query-biased similarity
calculation method is more suitable for CCBR than the case-biased or equally-
biased similarity calculation methods [24].

In addition, we introduce a lazy dialog learner into CCBR [25], which is
capable of capturing and storing previous successful conversational case retrieval
processes and reusing them in the later conversational case retrieval tasks.

The implemented KI-CCBR method has been recently tested in an image
processing software component retrieval application [26].

3.2 Identified Evaluation Goals

As discussed in Section 1, the evaluation goals of this KI-CCBR method are clas-
sified into two categories. The first category contains the evaluation goals that
are valid for CCBR research in general; that is, domain-independent: whether
the query-biased similarity calculation method and the lazy dialog learner can
improve the efficiency of CCBR. The second category includes the evaluation
goals that rely on a specific application domain, the image processing compo-
nent retrieval application. This includes whether the KI-CCBR method meets
the requirements of a conversational diagnosis system, whether the KI-CCBR
method can provide users with a natural question answering process, whether the
KI-CCBR method can achieve higher efficiency compared to the knowledge-poor
CCBR method, and how the different knowledge-intensive modules contribute
to the total achievement.

In Section 4 and Section 5, we will report how we choose different evaluation
methods and test case bases for the identified evaluation goals.

4 Statistical Evaluation on UCI Data Sets

In an attempt to evaluate whether the query-biased similarity calculation method
and the lazy dialog learner can improve the efficiency of CCBR in general,
we choose the statistical evaluation method to see whether these methods can
achieve higher efficiency than their competitors on multiple simple case bases.

In order to evaluate which similarity calculation method (query-biased, case-
biased, or equally-biased) is more suitable for CCBR, we implement three vari-
ants of CCBR within Weka [27], each of which uses a particular similarity calcu-
lation method. In order to evaluate whether the dialog learning mechanism can
improve the conversation efficiency, we implement two more variants of CCBR
also within Weka, one of them using our dialog learning mechanism and the
other not. We summarize the statistical evaluation to these two topics in this
paper, and more detailed information can be found in our earlier studies [24, 25].



The simple case bases we test are 36 classification data sets1 provided by
Weka, originally from the UCI repository [13]. Some of these case bases have
been used to test conversational CBR methods in [14, 16, 17]. Aha, McSherry
and Yang [28] argued that the typical case bases in CCBR applications are ir-
reducible and heterogeneous. From our perspective, it is not necessary for case
bases in CCBR to have these characteristics. For instance, in one typical CCBR
application domain, fault diagnosis, it is natural for two types of faults to share
the same solution, which means the case base is reducible. Heterogeneity is only
the characteristic of one type of case bases in CCBR, which is the necessary
condition to apply the occurrence-frequency metric [20] in discriminative ques-
tion selection. However, the entropy based question selection methods, which are
adopted by more CCBR researches [29, 21, 30], require all the cases having the
same structure (homogeneous).

The human-computer conversation process is simulated using leave-one-out
cross validation (LOOCV). LOOCV is an extreme variant of K-fold cross val-
idation, which splits the entire n cases in one case base into n subsets, each
containing only one case. In each evaluation cycle of LOOCV, the test case, q,
is taken as a description of a new problem, referred to as the target case. Be-
fore the retrieval starts, a part of the problem description of q, a subset of the
< feature, value > pairs (10%), is taken out to construct an initial new case.
This initial new case is used for retrieval from the test case base containing the
remaining cases in the original case base. If the base case, with respect to the
target case, is returned as the most similar case, or is in the returned most similar
case group, the retrieval process is terminated successfully. Otherwise, the ques-
tion generating and ranking module will output a set of sorted discriminative
questions. A predefined question selection strategy is used to select a question
from the discriminative question list, for example selecting the first question.
The < feature, value > pair corresponding to the selected question is chosen
from the target case q and added into the current new case to form an updated
new case. Based on the updated new case, a new round of retrieval is started.
The retrieval, question selection and answering process will continue until the
successful condition or failed condition (there are no < feature, value > pairs
left to choose) is met.

The average session number of the conversations simulated by the total set
of cases in one case base is taken as the main criterion to assess the performance
of a CCBR method on that case base [20, 14].

The successful termination condition of LOOCV is that the base case appears
in the first returned case group (k cases). If the query biased similarity method
is used, especially in the beginning phase of the retrieval process, the number,
m, of the cases that exactly match the partially-specified new case (and are thus
equally similar) may be larger than k. In this situation, the simulated process
randomly returns k out of them. This setting may be arbitrary. Ferguson and
Bridge [31] suggest a method to abandon exact similarities in favor of prefer-

1 For the evaluation of the lazy dialog learner, we drop off the 4 biggest case bases
simply because they need too much execution time.



ence relations between cases. In our case, the successful termination condition is
acceptable since the final statistical result is computed from multiple cases and
case bases using the same successful condition.

For the evaluation of the similarity calculation methods, in 31 out of total
36 case bases, the CCBR using query-biased similarity method gets better per-
formance than the other two methods (case-biased and equally-biased similarity
methods). For the assessment of the lazy dialog learner, in 29 out of total 32
case bases, the CCBR process with the lazy learner gets better performance
than that without the learner. In this experiment, we execute the LOOCV two
rounds with the aim to evaluate the ability of the lazy learner to learn in a
long term. The results show that the lazy dialog learner is sustainable and the
dialog case base is maintainable; that is, with the dialog learning going on, the
dialog learner achieves better performance and the lazy learner requires fewer
dialog cases to be stored in the dialog case base. For all the above comparisons,
we have carried out the significance tests on the tested case bases (t-test with
the significance level 0.01), and the results give us supportive evidence (all the
observed differences in performance are significant).

5 Evaluating the KI-CCBR Method on an Image
Processing Software Component Retrieval Application

We have implemented our KI-CCBR within the CREEK system [26]2. We choose
image processing software component retrieval, exemplified by retrieving compo-
nents from the DynamicImager system [32], as the evaluation domain to assess
the domain-dependent evaluation goals. DynamicImager is an image processing
development and visualization environment, in which different image process-
ing components can be combined in various ways. Currently, the components in
the system are categorized according to their functions, and users select each
component by exploring the category structure manually. A knowledge base has
been constructed through combining image processing domain knowledge with
118 image processing components extracted from DynamicImager. In this knowl-
edge base, there are 1170 concepts, 104 features and 913 semantic relationships,
using approximately 20 relation types (e.g. has subclass, has part, causes).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a conversational retrieval process contains one or
several conversation sessions, and for each session, there are three window panes
to move between in the computer interface. The ExtendedQuery pane is used to
show how a new case is extended through feature inferencing, and to display a
detailed explanation of why a new feature is added into the case. Based on the
extended new case, a set of stored cases are retrieved and displayed in the Re-
trieveResult pane. In this pane the user can inspect the explanations about how
the similarity values are computed. If a user is not satisfied with the retrieved
cases, she can go to the Dialogue pane, where the discriminative questions are
ranked using both the knowledge-intensive question ranking method and statis-
tical metrics, and adjusted by the consistent question clustering and coherent
2 The dialog learning mechanism is not implemented in our KI-CCBR.



Fig. 1. The conversational case retrieval process in our KI-CCBR

question sequencing processes. After the user selects a discriminative question
and submits her answer, a new conversation session is started based on the up-
dated new case by combining the newly gained answer with the previous new
case.

5.1 Characteristic Analysis as a Sequential Diagnosis System

The CCBR process is basically a sequential diagnosis process: as more and more
problem features (evidence) are identified and added into the new case, the sys-
tem can identify the correct diagnosis (the base case) with more confidence.
McSherry [5] identifies seven desirable features (or characteristics) of an intelli-
gent sequential diagnosis system. Our implemented system supports all of these
characteristics.



– Mixed-Initiative Dialogue: Users, particularly professional users, are un-
likely to accept a conversation partner (or intelligent system) who keeps
asking a lot of questions. Instead, users prefer playing a positive role in the
conversation, i.e. to control the conversation or to volunteer data at any
stage of the conversation. Permitting users to select a question to answer
from a list is a form of mixed-initiative dialogue which is supported by most
CCBR applications. In addition, our method allows users to cancel or mod-
ify their answered questions (go to the specific session window and remove
or reselect the answered entities). Furthermore, our method clusters related
questions together, so that users can inspect the questions with different
difficulty levels, and select one to answer according to their expertise levels.

– Feedback on the Impact of Reported Evidence: It is unacceptable
if users get no feedback from an expert (or intelligent system) after they
provide more evidence. In our method, after the user answers a question,
or modifies the initial new case or previous answered questions, the case
retrieval process and the question ranking, sequencing, clustering processes
will run immediately. The returned cases and discriminative questions will
be based on the updated evidence.

– Relevant Dialogue: The questions asked by an intelligent partner should
be relevant to the context of the problem provided by the user. We assume
that only the features appearing in the most similar cases are relevant. There-
fore, our method generates discriminative questions based only on the most
similar cases, instead of all the cases in the case base.

– Consistent Dialogue: The questions that can be answered implicitly by
the current partially specified new case should not be prompted again. Oth-
erwise, the conversation efficiency is reduced, and users are unlikely to trust
a conversation partner that repeats previously implicitly answered questions.
Furthermore, if a user provides an answer to a question that is not consistent
with that inferred from the current new case, the content of the new case
is not consistent any more. The feature inferencing process in our method
guarantees that this type of dialog inconsistency will not occur, by ensuring
that these types of questions will not be asked.

– Explanation of Reasoning: In order to improve users’ confidence in the
results of an intelligent system, it is important to provide an explanation
of how results are derived [33, 34, 5, 12]. Our KI-CCBR method provides the
following explanations: why a new feature is added into the current new case
description through feature inferencing, why two different feature values are
partially matched through knowledge-intensive case matching [11], why a
question is ranked with highest priority in the coherent question sequencing,
and why two questions are grouped and displayed together through consis-
tent question clustering.

– Tolerance of Missing Data: Missing data stem from two aspects. First,
the cases in the case base may contain missing features. Our system’s par-
tial matching process can tolerate this type of missing data. We adopt the
occurrence-frequency metric [20] as the knowledge-poor question ranking
method, which basically takes the advantage of the presence of missing fea-



tures. In addition, our explanation-driven reasoning process [23] exploits
general domain knowledge, which may itself be incomplete. Another source
of missing data is the user’s incapability to answer every question due to the
unavailability of some observations, the user’s lack of expertise, or need for
an expensive test to obtain the answer. Our method tolerates this type of
missing data through permitting the user to choose candidate questions to
answer, instead of forcing her to answer them in a fixed sequence.

– Sensitivity Analysis: The uncertainty that is inherent in the dialogue pro-
cess, as well as the possible uncertainty in the user’s answers to questions,
means that support for sensitivity analysis is essential. Our method sup-
ports sensitivity analysis through allowing users to modify previously speci-
fied features (answered questions) and re-execute the retrieval and question-
answering process in order to inspect the possible influences of the updated
information.

5.2 Domain Expert Evaluation of the Psychological Goals

Evaluation Goals of KI-CCBR related to psychology include the user’s cognitive
load, the ’natural’ question-answering process, and the user’s confidence in the
final results. We adopt a relatively simple or weak evaluation method, a so-called
direct expert evaluation [2], for these evaluation goals.

We invited two experts from the software engineering domain, and two ex-
perts from the image processing domain, to test our system. Given a set of image
processing tasks, these domain experts were asked to retrieve image processing
components using both a one-shot CBR-based retrieval method and the multiple
shots KI-CCBR method. After doing so, they were required to fill in a form to
describe their subjective evaluation of the implemented system3. The resulting
analysis of the collected feedback forms suggests that:

– Based on the same initial new case, the KI-CCBR method can achieve more
useful results;

– The reasoning transparency provided by the explanation mechanisms in KI-
CCBR improves user confidence in the retrieved results;

– The feature inferencing, consistent question clustering and coherent question
sequencing mechanisms provide users with a natural question-answering pro-
cess, which helps to alleviate their cognitive loads in retrieving components
interactively;

– The straightforward question-answering query construction process helps to
reduce users’ cognitive load in constructing queries, thus enabling users with
limited domain knowledge to retrieve suitable components.

3 The hypotheses list and the feedback form can be found at
http://www.idi.ntnu.no/∼mingyang/research/CCRM Evaluation.pdf



5.3 Ablation Evaluation Using Leave-One-In Cross Validation

In order to show that the KI-CCBR method does improve the conversation effi-
ciency by reducing the length of conversation sessions compared to knowledge-
poor CCBR, we execute another cross validation on the image processing com-
ponent retrieval application. Unlike the LOOCV we introduced in Session 4, we
adopt leave-one-in cross validation (LOICV) to simulate the human-computer
conversation. The difference between them is that, in LOOCV, the test case
(target case) is taken away from the case base during the case retrieval process,
while in LOICV, the test case is kept in the case base, and acted as the base
case for the simulated retrieval process4. The LOICV has been successfully used
in the CCBR community [20, 22].

The reason why we switch from LOOCV to LOICV lies in that:

– In the UCI case bases we use in LOOCV, many of the cases in a case base
have the same solutions, so we can evaluate variant CCBR applications in a
classification context. In this context, we can choose a case, which shares the
same solution as the target case, as the base case of the target case. That
is, it is possible to execute a simulated CCBR retrieval with the target case
out of the case base.

– In the image processing software component case base, each software com-
ponent has a unique solution (i.e., the software component itself). McSherry
[21] refers to a case base with this property as an irreducible case base. The
component retrieval problem is basically an identification problem rather
than a classification problem. It is impossible to carry out a simulated CCBR
retrieval with the target case being removed from an irreducible case base,
as its unique solution is no longer represented in the case base.

In our KI-CCBR method, if we disable the four knowledge-intensive mod-
ules, Feature Inferencing, Knowledge-Intensive Question Ranking, Consistent
Question Clustering, and Coherent Question Sequencing, the system becomes a
knowledge-poor CCBR system (use only the statistical metric (occurrence fre-
quency) to rank questions). Instead of enabling all these four modules at the
same time, we enable them in a sequence of Feature Inferencing, Knowledge-
Intensive Question Ranking, and Coherent Question Sequencing5, respectively.
With the above module enabling sequence, the average conversation session num-
bers needed to find the base case are 3.70, 3.64, 3.56, and 3.12, respectively, the
latter with all modules enabled. That is, our knowledge-intensive CCBR method
improves the efficiency by using 16% fewer conversation sessions (questions) to
find the base case compared with the knowledge-poor CCBR method. Fig. 2
4 The query-biased similarity method ensures that the test case is always included in

the case group with highest similarity value, so the successful termination condition
in LOICV, unlike that in LOOCV, is that the case group with the highest similarity
value only contains the test case itself.

5 In the simulated question-answering process, only the question with the highest
priority is selected to be answered, so the enabling status of the consistent question
clustering module has no influence on the evaluation results.



Fig. 2. Relative contribution of each KI-CCBR module to overall improvement in con-
versation efficiency

shows us that the relative improvements from Feature Inferencing, Knowledge-
Intensive Question Ranking, and Coherent Question Sequencing are 10%, 14%,
and 76%, respectively. The underlying reason why the coherent question se-
quencing module has such a major impact is that it guides users to answer the
discriminative questions using a sequence ranging from general to specific and
insisting on one description aspect instead of allowing a jump from one aspect
to another which may be unrelated. However, the degree to which each mod-
ule contributes to overall performance may depend on the different application
domains and the contents of the knowledge bases.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we note the difficulty of evaluating CBR systems using multiple
case bases, and propose an evaluation strategy to use different data sources
to assess different evaluation goals of a CBR system. First, all the evaluation
goals are divided into two categories: domain-independent goals and domain-
dependent goals. For domain-independent goals, we can choose many simple
case bases and a statistical evaluation method for testing. For domain-dependent
goals, we can choose one or a few target domain case bases and use multiple
weak evaluation methods for testing. This evaluation strategy is applied to a
knowledge-intensive conversational CBR method as a case study. The results of
our case study indicate that such a combination of evaluation methods and test
data sources can provide more solid evaluation results than is possible with a
single evaluation method.
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